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English File third edition gives you motivating, enjoyable tessons that work. A
proven balance of Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation, and skills. Engaging
topics, tasks, and activities that get students talking on every page. A complete
teaching and learning package.
American English File Second Edition retains the popular methodology
developed by world-renowned authors Christina Latham-Koenig and Clive
Oxenden: language + motivation = opportunity. With grammar, vocabulary, and
pronunciation practice in every lesson, students are equipped with a solid
foundation for successful speaking. Plus - an array of digital resources provides
even more choice and flexibility. Students can learn in the classroom or on the
move with Online Practice. language assessment. The first goal is to explore the
difference between fairness and justice in language assessment. The authors
distinguish internal and external dimensions of the equitable and just treatment of
individuals taking language tests which are used as gatekeeping devices to
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determine access to education and employment, immigrant status, citizenship,
and other rights. The second goal is to show how the extent of test fairness can
be demonstrated and improved using the tools of psychometrics, in particular the
models collectively known as Rasch measurement. “This book will have an
enormous impact on the field of language assessment. Using Rasch analysis
models to explore and identify sources of unfairness, the authors make a
compelling case for fairness in the design and implementation of language
assessment instruments and for justice in the interpretation and use of test
results. A real strength of the book is that it guides readers through analytical
techniques in an accessible way.” Dan Douglas, Professor Emeritus, Applied
Linguistics Program, Iowa State University.
Test and Assessment CD-ROM Full teaching notes Photocopiable Grammar,
Communicative, Vocabulary, and Song activities Photocopiable Revision
activities Extra Support, Extra Challenge, and Extra Ideas for every lesson
Introduction to Algorithms, fourth edition
American English File: Multi-pack 2a Pack
The Global Findex Database 2017
Student's Book
Class Audio CDs
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The English File fourth edition Students Book is packed full of
interesting content to keep students of all abilities fully
engaged and motivated. The English File fourth edition Workbook
reinforces what is learned in each English File lesson, and can
be used as extra practice during class, or set as homework.
Shorter syllabus for beginners - 7 units 'Words and phrases to
learn' in every lesson Authentic 'People in the street'
interviews Consolidation and review pages after each unit 'Can
you...?' game Communication section and Listening scripts
Grammar Bank, Vocabulary Bank, and Sounds Bank
English File Pre-Intermediate Student's Book is suitable for
CEFR level A2-B1English File, third edition, provides a balance
of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and skills to give
students the right mix of language and motivation to get them
talking. With lively lessons and engaging topics, classes are
enjoyable and provide opportunity for students to practise and
improve. Support for teachers includes a Teacher's Book with
over 100 photocopiables along with extra tips and ideas. The
Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life with
the Student's Book and Workbook on-screen and interactive.
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English File Upper-Intermediate
English File third edition: Intermediate: Workbook with key
Starter Students Book Pack
English File Third Edition Pre Intermediate Student Book (Uk)
American English File: Level 1b: Multi-pack Pack

In 2011 the World Bank—with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation—launched the Global Findex database, the world's most comprehensive data
set on how adults save, borrow, make payments, and manage risk. Drawing on survey
data collected in collaboration with Gallup, Inc., the Global Findex database covers more
than 140 economies around the world. The initial survey round was followed by a second
one in 2014 and by a third in 2017. Compiled using nationally representative surveys of
more than 150,000 adults age 15 and above in over 140 economies, The Global Findex
Database 2017: Measuring Financial Inclusion and the Fintech Revolution includes
updated indicators on access to and use of formal and informal financial services. It has
additional data on the use of financial technology (or fintech), including the use of mobile
phones and the Internet to conduct financial transactions. The data reveal opportunities to
expand access to financial services among people who do not have an account—the
unbanked—as well as to promote greater use of digital financial services among those who
do have an account. The Global Findex database has become a mainstay of global efforts
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to promote financial inclusion. In addition to being widely cited by scholars and
development practitioners, Global Findex data are used to track progress toward the
World Bank goal of Universal Financial Access by 2020 and the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals. The database, the full text of the report, and the
underlying country-level data for all figures—along with the questionnaire, the survey
methodology, and other relevant materials—are available at
www.worldbank.org/globalfindex.
English File third edition: Intermediate: Workbook without keyOUP OxfordEnglish File
Third Edition Pre Intermediate Student Book (Uk)OUP Oxford
English File Third Edition Beginner is suitable for CEFR level A1.English File Third
Edition provides a comprehensive package of completely new lessons, and up-to-date
texts. A proven balance of grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and skills gives
students the language they need, and fresh, lively lessons and engaging topics make
classes enjoyable and provide the motivation and opportunity to practice and
improve.English File Third Edition MultiPack A includes:Units 1 - 6 from the Student's
BookUnits 1 - 6 from the Workbook, including answer keysUnits 1 - 6 from the iTutor
Units 1 - 6 from the iChecker
English File Elementary
American English File
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English File: Beginner Students Book Pack Component
English File Beginner
Designing Connected Content
"Texts must be interesting enough for students to want to read them in their own language.
Otherwise, how can we expect students to want to read them in English?" This is the
authors' golden rule when they choose texts and topics for every level of American English
File. It ensures you get material that learners will enjoy reading and will want to talk
about. Texts such as "Could you live without money?'' really help to generate opinion and
discussion. They create a desire to communicate. Having created the desire, American
English File then helps you to develop learners' communication skills. One way it does this
is with a strong focus on pronunciation. Research shows that poor pronunciation is a major
contributor to breakdowns in communication (Jennifer Jenkins: The Phonology of English
as an International Language). American English File integrates pronunciation into every
lesson - the "little and often" approach. But that's not all. The unique English File Sounds
Chart puts a picture to each sound in the phonetic alphabet, so learners find it easier to
remember the sounds and, ultimately, improve their pronunciation.
The English File Third Edition Workbook reinforces what is learned in each English File
lesson, and can be used as extra practice during class, or set as homework. Now with
iChecker, a digital companion to the workbook, suitable for self-testing new grammar,
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vocabulary and Practical English. Also available without key.
English File Elementary Student's Book is suitable for CEFR level A1-A2English File,
third edition, provides a balance of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and skills to give
students the right mix of language and motivation to get them talking.With lively lessons
and engaging topics, classes are enjoyable and provide opportunity for students to practise
and improve.Support for teachers includes a Teacher's Book with over 100 photocopiables
along with extra tips and ideas. The Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to
life with the Student's Book and Workbook on-screen and interactive.
American English File: Starter: Students Book Pack
AMERICAN ENGLISH FILE
New English File: Upper-Intermediate: Student's Book
Six-level general English course for adults
English File Third Edition Beginner is suitable for CEFR level
A1.English File Third Edition provides a comprehensive package of
completely new lessons, and up-to-date texts. A proven balance of
grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation and skills gives students the
language they need, and fresh, lively lessons and engaging topics make
classes enjoyable and provide the motivation and opportunity to
practice and improve.English File Third Edition Teacher's Book
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provides comprehensive support for teachers with full notes, extra
tips and ideas. Maximise your teaching time with over 70 photocopiable
activities including:Communicative activity for every lessonsGrammar
activity for every Grammar BankVocabulary activity for every
Vocabulary BankSong activity for every FileThe Teacher's Book Test and
Assessment CD-ROM enables teachers to track progress and improve
classroom management with:Quick testsFile testsProgress testsEnd of
course testsA & B versions to help classroom managementWord and PDF
formats for easy customisation
English File Beginner Student's Book is suitable for CEFR level
A1English File, third edition, provides a balance of grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation and skills to give students the right mix of
language and motivation to get them talking. With lively lessons and
engaging topics, classes are enjoyable and provide opportunity for
students to practise and improve. Support for teachers includes a
Teacher's Book with over 100 photocopiables along with extra tips and
ideas. The Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life
with the Student's Book and Workbook on-screen and interactive.
A comprehensive update of the leading algorithms text, with new
material on matchings in bipartite graphs, online algorithms, machine
learning, and other topics. Some books on algorithms are rigorous but
incomplete; others cover masses of material but lack rigor.
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Introduction to Algorithms uniquely combines rigor and
comprehensiveness. It covers a broad range of algorithms in depth, yet
makes their design and analysis accessible to all levels of readers,
with self-contained chapters and algorithms in pseudocode. Since the
publication of the first edition, Introduction to Algorithms has
become the leading algorithms text in universities worldwide as well
as the standard reference for professionals. This fourth edition has
been updated throughout. New for the fourth edition • New chapters on
matchings in bipartite graphs, online algorithms, and machine learning
• New material on topics including solving recurrence equations, hash
tables, potential functions, and suffix arrays • 140 new exercises and
22 new problems • Reader feedback–informed improvements to old
problems • Clearer, more personal, and gender-neutral writing style •
Color added to improve visual presentation • Notes, bibliography, and
index updated to reflect developments in the field • Website with new
supplementary material
Teacher's Book with Test and Assessment CD-ROM
English File third edition: Upper-Intermediate: Teacher's Book with
Test and Assessment CD-ROM
American English File: Multi-pack 2b Pack
English File - Beginner
American English File, Level 4
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English File Intermediate Plus Student's Book is suitable for CEFR level B1 B2English File, third edition, provides a balance of grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and skills to give students the right mix of language and motivation
to get them talking.With lively lessons and engaging topics, classes are enjoyable
and provide opportunity for students to practise and improve.Support for teachers
includes a Teacher's Book with over 100 photocopiables along with extra tips and
ideas. The Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life with the
Student's Book and Workbook on-screen and interactive.
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are renowned for getting students
talkingEnglish File, fourth edition, has been built on tried and trusted methodology
and contains uniquely motivating lessons and activities that encourage students to
discuss topics with confidence.NEW TO THIS EDITIONNew and updated texts,
topics, and listenings, based on feedback from English File teachersEach Student
Book comes with access to new Online Practice, providing learners with extra
practice and activities for each FileOnline Practice includes new Sound Bank
videos, with the unique opportunity to watch a native speaker pronounce the sound,
and new interactive videos where students can take part in the drama
themselvesNew video listening activities are integrated into each even-numbered
File. These short documentaries and dramas make class time more dynamic and
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excitingThe Classroom Presentation Tool shows the course content on screen,
making it easier for you to deliver engaging lessonsTeacher's Resource Centre
allows you to manage all English File resources and download teaching materials in
one place.Find out more here
Four-skills American English course with a communicative methodology, engaging
texts, and a strong pronunciation syllabus - designed to get students speaking. With
texts and topics that make learners want to speak, American English File is the
course that gets students talking. It gives you full skills coverage with a clear focus
on pronunciation, plus wide-ranging support and resources too. Resources include
Test Generator CD-ROMs, DVDs, Multi-ROMs, and websites. The highly
popularteacher's site has extra lesson ideas and resources for you to download.
American English File 3E Starter Workbook
Pre-Intermediate Workbook with key
American English File Level 5
Student's Book with Online Practice
American English File 5
7 units Colloquial English video lessons Consolidation and review pages after
each unit Communication section and Listening scripts Grammar Bank,
Vocabulary Bank, Phrasal Verbs in Context, Sound Bank and Wordlist
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With digital content published across more channels than ever before, how can
you make yours easy to find, use, and share? Is your content ready for the next
wave of content platforms and devices? In Designing Connected Content, Mike
Atherton and Carrie Hane share an end-to-end process for building a structured
content framework. They show you how to research and model your subject area
based on a shared understanding of the important concepts, and how to plan and
design interfaces for mobile, desktop, voice, and beyond. You will learn to reuse
and remix your valuable content assets to meet the needs of today and the
opportunities of tomorrow. Discover a design method that starts with content, not
pixels. Master the interplay of content strategy, content design, and content
management as you bring your product team closer together and encourage them
to think content first. Learn how to Model your content and its underlying subject
domain Design digital products that scale without getting messy Bring a crossfunctional team together to create content that can be efficiently managed and
effectively delivered Create a framework for tackling content overload, a multitude
of devices, constantly changing design trends, and siloed content creation
"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A new edition of the best-selling
English File - the best way to get your students talking.A blend of completely new
lessons, updated texts and activities, together with the refreshing and fine-tuning
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of some favourite lessons from New English File - English File third edition
provides the right mix of language, motivation, and opportunity to get students
talking.English File third edition offers more support for teachers and students.
Teacher's Book provides over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time, plus
extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life
with the Student's Book and Workbook, on-screen andinteractive.
New English File
Advanced. Student's book
Workbook 2
English File Intermediate Student's Book
English File 3e Upper-intermediate Workbook with Key
100% new lessons that work, that are fun, and that get students talking. An expanded
Vocabulary Bank. A new Grammar Bank section with rules and exercises. Practical
English lessons, a focus on functional language supported by the New English File
Study Link Videos. The same unequalled level of teacher support. More photocopiable
materials for teachers, with an extra grammar and communicative activity for every
lesson.
1
Student's book. Elementary
English file, 3rd edition beginner : multipack A
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American English File 3 Class
Plan and Model Digital Products for Today and Tomorrow
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